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Cali Bamboo® Debuts Eucalyptus & Bamboo Fall Flooring Collection

New Eucalyptus and hand scraped solid click lock versatility.

San Diego, CA (PRWEB) October 10, 2013 -- Cali Bamboo®, a leading manufacturer in green building
materials made primarily out of bamboo, announces the expansion of the widely popular handscraped
Fossilized® flooring line with the addition four new click lock variations and two eucalyptus floors launched
under the GreenClaimed® brand.

Building on the legacy of their Fossilized® Java family of floors, Cali Bamboo is proud to offer four new
handscraped click lock options with the introduction of Antique Java (wide and standard), Antique Cocoa and
Distressed Java bamboo flooring. Building on the GreenClaimed brand and expanding into another green
material option, two click lock eucalyptus floors round out the 6 new flooring offerings.

The new Fossilized® Eucalyptus line of hardwood floors will be marketed under the companies
GreenClaimed® brand which expands the mission of offering high quality rapidly renewable products that are
extremely durable. "We saw a market need for a sustainable floor with the bold wood grains of traditional
timbers. Now, thanks to our Fossilized manufacturing process and GreenClaimed® brand, we combined two
great ideas and created an amazing new green flooring option," said Jeff Goldberg, Founder and CEO of Cali
Bamboo.

Though eucalyptus has the appearance of an exotic or reclaimed hardwood, it also has all the benefits of a
rapidly renewable material since it can be harvested every 14 years. Eucalyptus is one of the few trees that can
actually regenerate from its cut trunk, eliminating habitat and soil degradation as well as erosion. Eucalyptus
also has the added ability to adapt and thrive in nearly all environments across the globe, including the driest,
which can help reduce the carbon footprint from transportation and water consumption.

With ultra-low VOC and no added urea formaldehyde, Fossilized® flooring is safe, chemical-free and backed
by an industry leading 50-year residential warranty. The Fall Flooring Collection is available immediately,
ships globally and is delivered to your door from one of our nationwide distribution centers.
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Contact Information
Walker Hicks
Cali Bamboo
http://www.calibamboo.com
+1 (858) 200-9540 317

Walker Hicks
Cali Bamboo
http://www.calibamboo.com/
858-200-9540 317

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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